Introduction


Victoria

is

connects

a

distance

tutors

and

learning

learners

platform

worldwide

that

anytime

and anywhere via its Advanced Knowledge Transfer
Telecommunication

Platform.

This

platform

emulates the face-to-face instruction environment
consistent of the following features during a tutoring
session:

video

hand-writing,

conferencing,

co-browsing

of

the

chatting/typing,
web/documents,

and annotation on data.


Our

mission

is

to

take

‘distance’

out

of

distance

learning, providing education that is affordable and
accessible

to

every

person

in

the

world,

and

result, empowers humankind to live smarter.
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Key Features




HIGH-QUALITY VOICE AND

TWO-WAY COLLABORATIVE

Collaborative

VIDEO CALLS

COMMUNICATION

Screen Sharing

HD audio and video enables a more

Explore endless possibilities to emulate

Two-way screen sharing allows

engaging learning experience. That’s

the real-time face-to-face instruction

participants to co-browse the

why we deliver highest reliability for

environment, with two-way interactive

web/documents, power point

every voice/video call, even when

tools like free-form drawing, highlighting,

presentations and online resources with

using 3G network.

annotation on data, and much more.

real-time collaborative editing ability.
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Open a chat window for real-time text

En oy the ease of broadcasting

conversation alongside a video

from one device to audience

conference, drag and drop them to the

anywhere around the globe, with

board to save time for handwriting.

up to

100

devices supported.

Please click here to watch an introductory video about how your students and teachers can benefit from Victoria’s two-way
interactive learning and teaching sessions via real-time video conferencing.

Our Partnerships

National Taiwan Normal
University

Fulbright University
Vietnam

Vietnam National
University

One of Taiwan's most elite
universities

Fulbright world-renowned
university

Vietnam’s leading
state-owned university

Olivarez College

Ho Chi Minh City
University of Science

Binh Duong
University

Top private educational
institution in the Philippines

One of the most selective
universities in Vietnam

Leading university in
Vietnam with more than
13,000 students

Contact us:

https://victoria.beowulfchain.com/

contact

@

beowulfchain.com


